Beware of hidden costs.
If your PCs are 4+ years old, your business could be vulnerable.

Realize the benefits.
If you replace a PC that’s 4+ years old with a new PC with Intel Inside,™ you’ll get:

- **UPGRADING GIVES YOU ACCESS TO INTEL® ANTI-THEFT TECHNOLOGY** and Intel® Identity Protection Technology.
- **YOUR DATA IS LESS SECURE**
- **BUSINESS MULTITASKING IS 80% FASTER,**3 **PRODUCTIVITY APPS RUN 64% FASTER** and web browsing can be up to 12X FASTER7 on a New Intel® Processor-Based PC.
- **2x MORE DOWNTIME**
- **CURRENT SYSTEMS ARE EASIER TO MANAGE**, AND BUILT-IN SECURITY FEATURES REDUCE MALWARE INCIDENTS.
- **2x HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY**
- **INTEL® PROCESSOR-BASED NOTEBOOKS HAVE MORE THAN 5 HOURS AND ULTRABOOK™ DEVICES HAVE 5 TO 8 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE.**
- **24% LOWER REPAIR COSTS**
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Your system can provide absolute security under all conditions. Requires an enabled chipset, BIOS, firmware and software, and participating website. Consult your system manufacturer for availability and functionality. Intel assumes no liability for lost or stolen data and/or systems or any resulting damages thereof. For more information, visit http://www.intel.com/support

Your system can provide absolute security under all conditions. Requires an Intel® Identity Protection Technology-enabled system, including a 2nd gen Intel® Core™ processor enabled chipset, firmware and software, and participating website. Consult your system manufacturer for availability and functionality. Intel assumes no liability for lost or stolen data and/or systems or any resulting damages thereof. For more information, visit http://ipt.intel.com.
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